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The Swiss branch office, the first international subsidiary of Verl, Germany-based Beckhoff , was founded on September 9, 1999. In addition to the headquarters in Schaffhausen, the Swiss Beckhoff Automation AG today has four additional offices in Zurich, Derendingen, Yverdon and Tessin. With a total of 18 employees, Beckhoff Switzerland
achieved turnover of around 15 million Euros last year.

Beckhoff Switzerland celebrates
its 10th birthday
Beckhoff Switzerland, with its head office in Schaffhausen, was founded 10
years ago. In the beginning, just two employees took over sales of Beckhoff
automation components together with Managing Director Gerhard Meier,
but the sales and support center in West Switzerland, managed by Philippe
Monnin, opened only two years later in 2001. “We have achieved respectable market success in Switzerland, not least due to our dedicated participation in trade fairs and the organization of roadshows,” says a satisfied Gerhard Meier.
The Beckhoff Switzerland customers mainly come from the areas of machine building and plant construction. “Thanks to our large range of products and the openness and flexibility of our control solution, we are present in almost all industries in Switzerland,” explains Gerhard Meier, and he
goes on: “A significant proportion of our turnover is generated in the field
of building automation, where we now have very good references.” “The
fact that we have such a good image and are so well known in the market
today is due not only to the innovative Beckhoff products, but also to our
technical competence in consultation, application assistance and local support,” explains Gerhard Meier. Beckhoff’s strength is its proximity to the
customer. “If the customers so wish, we develop solutions together with

them that are precisely tailored to their needs,” says the managing director. Beckhoff Switzerland is geographically positioned such that the local
customers – and those in each respective language region – are always
supported by a contact person. “There is a clearly recognizable tendency on
the part of customers to want a complete automation solution from one
source,” says Gerhard Meier. “We can do that: we offer Industrial PCs, I/O
components, drive equipment, software, application support, after-sales
support and product training. Our own Application Department is supplemented by a nationwide collaboration with solution partners."
The founding of the first international subsidiary in Switzerland was followed by others; today, Beckhoff is represented by 23 subsidiaries and distributors in over 60 countries worldwide. “In that way, we can guarantee
local service and support in the respective national language to our mechanical engineering customers, who export worldwide. This is an important consideration for our customers in choosing Beckhoff as their control
supplier,” explains Gerhard Meier.
Beckhoff Switzerland www.beckhoff.ch
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“On the basis of what we
have achieved, we want to
strengthen and further expand our position in Switzerland. We see potential for
growth in all industries and
all regions and we are striving to occupy a key position
in the field of control technology. In order to achieve
this goal, we will be growing
our sales network even further and strengthening our
team according to growth.”
Meier, Managing director of Beckhoff Switzerland
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The Swiss company Ferag AG specializes in the conveying and manufacturing processes that
are necessary for the further processing of newspapers following the printing process. On
the basis of PC- and EtherCAT-based control technology, Ferag has developed, among other
technologies, production modules with high-tech controllers for the ‘Neue Zürcher Zeitung’
(New Zurich Times) printing facility.
www.ferag.com
The Swiss punching machine manufacturer Bruderer AG
has been relying on PC-based controllers from
Beckhoff since 1998. Bruderer punching machines
perform up to 2,000 strokes per minute, producing
plug contacts, rotor sheets or screens for mobile
phones. The automation equipment controls and
monitors system operation in order to ensure high
manufacturing quality
www.bruderer-presses.com

Besides the main market of mechanical engineering,
numerous projects have been completed in Switzerland
in the field of building automation. One very special
reference project is the 5-star luxury hotel, the Dolder
Grand. Its operation is significantly influenced by the
advanced Beckhoff building automation equipment,
which is integrated in the hotel’s own IT network.
www.thedoldergrand.com
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Interview with Gerhard Meier, Managing Director
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of Beckhoff Automation AG, Switzerland

Beckhoff Switzerland:
Winning technologies for a
competitive marketplace
Beckhoff Switzerland celebrates 10 years as a company. In an interview with
Markus Back, chief editor of Aktuelle Technik, Managing Director Gerhard Meier
discusses the company’s anniversary and further growth strategy.

Beckhoff Switzerland celebrates its
10 year anniversary this year. What were
your expectations at the start and to what
extent have these been fulfilled?
We set ourselves five-year and 10-year goals. We
have easily exceeded both these markers although
it took a little luck and the right timing to launch
our products onto the market. A great advantage
was the fact that many internationally operating
companies see Switzerland as a test market since
80 to 90 percent of the products here are exported.
Any manufacturer able to gain a foothold in this
market will be successful internationally. This has
been proven to be true in the case of Beckhoff in
the last 10 years.
Before the subsidiary was founded you
started with your own sales office in 1995.
Presumably, launching a little known manufacturer into the Swiss market was no
easy task?
In the beginning, I was the lone voice in the wilderness as they say. At this time the name Beckhoff
was known above all to companies making woodworking machines and in the window manufacturing machines sector, which is where we began. It
was in this environment that Beckhoff gained its
first customers at the beginning of the 1980s and
from there it grew in control technology acceptance. There are still window manufacturers operating huge plants with our control systems in Switzerland today. Although these customers knew our
name, most of our present customers – manufacturers of plants and machinery – had not heard of
Beckhoff. In the last 10 years, we have built up a
strong, effective sales team, support/application

support, customer training and administration. We
now have 18 staff distributed around several locations and are strategically located for our customers. I am delighted to work with such a motivated team and I would like to thank all our employees for the work they have done over the past
several years.
Who was the first ‘big fish’ you caught?
A very big one was the Bruderer company who
needed a control system for a high-speed press. We
used this opportunity to build a complete control
system for Bruderer. Subsequently, having Bruderer
as our champion opened even more doors for us in
Switzerland. Generally we gained a foothold wherever advanced technology was required and customers had to establish more advanced processes
in order to stay competitive. Beckhoff control technology has helped them succeed.

Gerhard Meier, 57, is Managing Director of Beckhoff
Automation AG, Switzerland. After training to be an
electrician-mechanic, he undertook part-time training
to become an engineer. Gerhard Meier acquired professional experience in the CNC control sector with vari-

Where will Beckhoff Switzerland be in
10 years’ time?
By then, I hope we will be able to look back on another equally successful 10 years. There is no reason
to doubt Beckhoff Switzerland’s chances. We are
still the market’s technology leader and the PCbased Control and EtherCAT success stories are far
from over. In addition, I can say with pride that even
in difficult times we have been able to increase
market share via new customers in Switzerland and
are establishing newfound success in building automation. We are confident we will continue to
grow in the next 10 years as well.
Extracts from the interview in Aktuelle Technik 08/09.
See www.beckhoff.ch/presse for the complete interview

ous manufacturers. In 1995, he found a new sphere of
activity in the automation sector at Beckhoff. In his
spare time he is a mountain bike and skiing enthusiast.
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Folded cooling fins which have
been welded to the base

Production line for transformer housings with corrugated tank panels

PC Control for extreme folding
Beckhoff PC-based control is used in the fully automated Tuboly folding and welding machine to manufacture tank panels for
transformer housings. Twelve hydraulic servo axes and 25 electric motor-driven servo drives are controlled from the PC-based automation platform. The production of the specification, the engineering and the commissioning of the complex production plant
was undertaken by Brütsch Elektronik in cooperation with Tuboly.

The Swiss firm Tuboly, which today belongs to Astronic Industries AG with headquarters in Dottikon, has supplied the electrical industry with machinery for advanced production technology for over 20 years. Astronic’s core cutting lines represent a complementary product portfolio and the amalgamation of the two companies has resulted in an extended product range with a considerable center of
expertise for the electronics industry.
Fully automated production from coil stock to the finished
transformer housing
The Tuboly-Astronic business model comprises the design and production of
winding machines, folding machines, condenser bushing winding machines as
well as special machines and system accessories. The modular corrugated-panel
folding and welding machine is a fully-automated, computer-controlled production unit for folding, forming and welding panels for the transformer housings.
These are produced fully automatically from the coil to the finished housing. "In

the planning department, the operator creates order-controlled batch sizes depending on the sheet type and sheet width to be used. The resulting production
programs are loaded into the system controller and executed," explains Michael
Tretter, Electrical & Software Manager of Tuboly-Astronic AG. The automatic setup function guarantees simple, rapid switching from one dimension to another so
that even smaller batch sizes can be manufactured economically. The other production steps are equally remarkable: the sheet metal is folded with two x 250 t
hydraulic thrust. Beading is applied while the sheet is precisely positioned and reinforcements are spot welded to both sides. The folded cooling fins are then welded using a mobile feed table and two lateral welding systems.
Exceptional cooperation from engineering to commissioning
Tuboly-Astronic's production volume is dauntingly high. "More than 50 machines
– primarily customer-specific designs – are manufactured each year in Dottikon,"
reports Michael Tretter. Tuboly-Astronic works very closely with system partners
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in order to manage the associated planning and development work. One of these
is Brütsch Elektronik AG, based in Uhwiesen, Switzerland. The two companies
have tested their synergy in several projects already. Beckhoff has also been a
supplier of controllers to Tuboly-Astronic for many years. Since Brütsch Elektronik is one of the solution partners of Beckhoff Switzerland, the partners already
collaborate closely.
The order for the folding machine was placed with Tuboly-Astronic at the end of
2007. This was followed by planning talks with Brütsch Elektronik. Herbert
Friedrich, Automation Team Leader at Brütsch Elektronik, says: "The requirements
included, among other things, the design of the data flow models for the pro-

nal system. The inclusion of a PROFIBUS master gateway is required to link to the
independent welding controller. Various analog Bus Terminals are used along with
the binary I/O Bus Terminals. These are used to connect the servo valves and various measurement circuits, e.g. for pressure measurement, regulator control and
position recording. The servo axis positions are recorded by absolute and incremental encoders.
Precise folds using TwinCAT PLC Hydraulic Positioning
The system features 12 hydraulic servo axes and 25 Servo Drives from Beckhoff’s
AX2003 series. The control of the folding machine's servo axes, and in fact all the

1980
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2009

A total of 12 hydraulic servo axes produce two x 250 t

The Beckhoff C3640 Panel PC is used with the

25 electric motor-driven servo axes and 12 hy-

hydraulic thrust in order to fold the cooling fins.

Windows XP Professional operating system and

draulic servo axes are controlled by Beckhoff

the run-time TwinCAT PLC.

AX2003 Servo Drive systems.

duction data and real-time communication, the design of a standard axis interface for all servo axes, and the overall process functions of the production plant.
The highly sophisticated axis functions with electronic gearings and gantry axes,
plus the coupling of the virtual control and gantry axes and the linear operating
cylinders required the close cooperation of the hydraulic experts from Beckhoff.
Brütsch Elektronik developed the process control program for the folding machine. "This was thoroughly tested on system simulators and optimized in preliminary tests," says Herbert Friedrich.
Control components keep lines of communication open
The modular production plant uses four C3640 Panel PCs from Beckhoff. The system is controlled by TwinCAT PLC automation software, including the TwinCAT
Hydraulic library paired with the Microsoft operating system Windows XP Professional.
The peripheral devices are connected with EtherCAT via the Beckhoff Bus Termi-

electrically and hydraulically driven axes, have been programmed using the
TwinCAT PLC Hydraulic Positioning library from Beckhoff. This PLC library provides
code for PTP movements with which the hydraulic axes can be positioned and
controlled. The standard control algorithms are used here, for example, operators
can work with time- or path-dependent ramps. The axis parameters can be saved
as files and loaded via TwinCAT.
The folding machine processes are graphically displayed on the C3640 with its
15-inch TFT display. The graphical display system has been developed by Tuboly
itself based on Delphi (Borland) and TargetVisu. Task communication is carried out
by TwinCAT ADS.

Tuboly-Astronic AG
www.tuboly-astronic.ch
Brütsch Elektronik AG www.brel.ch
Beckhoff Switzerland www.beckhoff.ch
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Messe Basel: high-speed redesign
of building services

Advanced building
automation in historic
Basel exhibition hall
Hall 2 at the Messe Basel (Basel Trade Show), with its
landmark large clock on the glass facade above the
main entrance, has been listed as a historic building
since 2008. So that the building can continue to meet
the tough requirements of modern trade fair operations, it has been fitted by Scherler AG of Basel with
the latest building automation technology based on
Beckhoff components with Ethernet communication.

“The Swiss sample fair in Basel has been struggling against an ever
increasing lack of space for years.” This finding, which has lost none
of its topicality, dates back to 1951, as the Zurich architect Prof. Hans
Hofmann was commissioned with the task of planning a new proposal for the exhibition site and an extension to the buildings. The result was the large exhibition site, now traffic-free, and the new hall,
known today as Hall 2, with a total floor area of 44,000 sq. meters.
Due to the small size of the property, an exhibition hall with three stories was erected in 1954 on a square footprint with a side length of
145 meters. The eye-catcher in the interior is the architecturally
unique, round, open courtyard with a diameter of 44 meters. This contains four open staircases, elevators and open connecting galleries.
What is special about this exhibition center architecture is that all
three stories have a great deal of available daylight for illumination.

Exhibition Hall 2 during the Baselworld, the world’s leading trade fair for watches and jewelry.
The Messe Basel also hosts Switzerland’s most important automation trade fair, Go-Automation.

Tight schedule for renovation
The large numbers of visitors and the competitive situation among
exhibition centers made the replacement of the building services by
more efficient technology unavoidable. Within the scope of planning
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the building services for the ‘Messe Basel 2012,’ the Basel-based
company Scherler AG was also commissioned with the project planning and implementation of the building automation in Hall 2. Daniel
Mangold, an experienced automation specialist from Scherler, describes the particular challenges of this project: “There were no
longer any functional descriptions of the existing system, so everything had to be redefined from scratch. Above all though, the timeframe for the renovation was very tight, from December 08 to January 09. That meant planning and preparation had to be 100 percent
accurate.”
Use of modular technology and
Ethernet communication
Eight systems ventilate one eighth of the building each; the controller
is placed on the first basement level. The local I/Os on the ground
floor control the reheaters, the fire protection flaps and the swirl outlets from the ground floor to the second floor. The outside air is drawn
in to the facade and fed via ducts to the ventilation system on the
first basement level. It is filtered there and heated or cooled as necessary. The air supply fan pumps the prepared air via ducts into the
air supply shaft, where reheaters are mounted on each floor, to special swirl outlets with actuators in the ceilings of the halls. The exhaust air is either fed back into the air supply circulation via circulating air flaps or exhausted to the outside via exhaust flaps.

Exhibition Hall 2, built in 1954 and designed by Prof. Hans Hofmann, has been
a listed historic building since 2008.
The signals to and from the sensors and actuators are integrated via Beckhoff
Bus Terminals and processed in the CX9010. The system communicates with other substations and the SCADA software via Ethernet through fiber-optic cables.

Three modes of operation are distinguishable in automatic mode:
standby operation, assembly and disassembly operation, and trade
fair operation. In addition, emergency operation of the individual
components and manual operation from the control cabinet and
building management system are provided. The heating/cooling requirement is communicated from the new system to the heating/refrigeration plant via an OPC interface.
The PC-based building automation consists of Beckhoff Bus Terminals, Ethernet Bus Couplers and Embedded PCs. Each of the eight substations features a CX9010 Embedded PC functioning as a controller
and a BK9100 Bus Coupler functioning as a data point controller. Due
to the large distances involved and in order to avoid EMC problems,
fiber-optic cables were installed between the central building distributor, where the server for the building automation is housed, and the
substations. In the existing switching device combinations, only those
building automation components were replaced that integrate the already existing sensors and actuators via Bus Terminals. Operating and
event messages, including virtual data points, are displayed on the
SCADA software in plant diagrams and event lists. Error and alarm
messages are displayed at the substation by a touch panel.
Web-based building management system
Scherler utilizes the building management system Webfactory 2006, a
complete Web-based SCADA software solution, for visualization, control, monitoring and analysis. All process data are displayed and analyzed online on a clear, Web-based user interface. It can be displayed
on any browser worldwide with the corresponding access data.
In this project, the Beckhoff substations are integrated consistently

via Ethernet interfaces. A total of 655 digital inputs, 248 digital outputs, 195 analog inputs and 163 analog outputs were used. The
CX9010 Embedded PCs employed, with Windows CE as the operating system, communicate all data via the TwinCAT ADS protocol.
TwinCAT building libraries simplify engineering efforts
The TwinCAT universal software platform forms the heart of the
Beckhoff control system on the software side. Software libraries with
extensive function blocks for building automation and interfaces to
other systems, such as LON, EIB, EnOcean, etc., simplify the engineering decisively. “We have an absolutely modular and flexible hardware system with complete continuity, thanks to the serial communication via Ethernet. Engineering is considerably simpler with TwinCAT
than with other systems and the price/performance ratio is extraordinarily good,” says the satisfied project leader, Daniel Mangold.
Messe Basel (Basel Exhibition)
Scherler AG
Beckhoff Switzerland

www.messe.ch
www.scherler-basel.ch
www.beckhoff.ch

